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Directional terms anatomy dog

Select topic: Directional terms Directional terms are in opposing pairs (such as East/West and North/South). Anatomical planes Anatomical planes describe cadaver cuts made to display exposed structures. Muscle &amp; Joint Actions Muscle &amp; Joint Actions are described by opposing terms. Muscles work through moving joints. Veterinary and human terms Certain Direction
&amp; Plane have conflicting meanings in human and veterinary anatomy. Note: The images of canine corpses used on this website come from: Animal Anatomy Atlas for Artists by W. Ellenberger; Dover Publications, New York 1949 Positional Vocabulary Front &amp; Abdominal Front of the Body: Chest, Abdomen, Knees, ... From Latin anterior &amp; ante, forward &amp;
before. In puppies, the front teeth are lost first. Caudal Associated with the tail. From the Latin caudau, tail. Also hind, rear, worse. Coccyx vertebrae are located in the tail of the spine. Skulls tied to the head. From the Latin crania, the skeleton of the head. The area of the skull is generally larger in males than in females. Distal farthest from the reference point. From the Latin
distare, be distant. The lungs are distal to the kidneys. Back &amp; Back back of the body. Back, ass, calves, ... From the Latin ridge, back. Swimmers are looking for dorsal fins to identify sharks and dolphins. Inferior Lower or is lower than another. With Latin inferus, low. Dogs paws are inferior to the ears. Side Located in the direction of the side from the center. From latin latus,
site. The ears are lateral to the eyes. Medial in the direction of the center. From the Latin medius, inside. The heart is the most medial organ in the body. Posterior &amp; Dorsal Towards the back or back of the body. Back, ass, calf, tail, ... From latin posterus, to, also fasting, to. Molars are located in the back of the jaw. Closer To The Nearest Reference Point. From the Latin
proximus, next to or closest. In the knee, the knee is closer to the femur than the tibia and fibula. Superficial Towards the skin, closer to the surface of the body. The skin is superficial for all other organs. Superior Upper or is higher than another. From Latin superus, upper &amp; super, over. The head is better than the chest. Ventral &amp; Anterior front of the body: chest,
abdomen, knees, ... With Latin venter, belly. There are five types of taste buds on the abdominal surface of the dog's tongue. Dr. Robert Sweetland notes [Home: homeofbob.com &amp; schoolofbob.com ] Understanding terminology provides doctors and technicians with a common method of communication that helps avoid misunderstandings when identifying structures and
describing the location of changes. Knowing the directional terms makes everything clear and Time! Bonus: Download our eBook on VIRMP. In this infographic you will learn why it is important to know anatomical and directional terminology in veterinary medicine. Search for it up or down it's down? The medical dictionary is an obvious must-have for any veterinary student. Your
vocabulary will expand exponentially as you learn. Unfortunately, memorizing definitions, while helpful, is not enough to prepare for critical thinking when you move forward in your career. This reference was created to help you understand the basics of veterinary terminology so you can quickly break down new conditions instead of spending time looking them! Topics: Facts,
Anatomical and Directional Terminology, Infographic Diagram 4.16: Directional Terms Used with Animals Diagram 4.17: Transverse and Longitudinal Sections of mice In the following chapters, the body systems in the above list will be covered one by one. For each of them, the structure of the organs involved will be described and their functioning will be explained. In order to
describe the structures in the body of the animal, it is necessary to have a system for describing the position of the body part in relation to other parts. For example, you may need to describe the position of the liver in relation to the diaphragm or heart relative to the lungs. Certainly, if you continue to work with animals, for example, in a veterinary clinic, it will be necessary to
accurately describe the position of the injury. The terms used for this are called directional terms. The most common directional terms are right and left. However, even these are not completely simple, especially when looking at the schemes of animals. The convention is to show the left side of the animal or organ on the right side of the page. This is the view you get by looking
down at the animal lying on your back during surgery or in an autopsy. Sometimes it is worth imagining getting inside the animal (so to speak) to see which site is which. Other common and useful directional terms are listed below and shown in Figure 4.16. Term Definition Example Of The Back Closer to the back of the animal than the spine is dorsal to the abdomen Ventral
Closer to the abdomen of the animal than the sternum is ventral to the heart of the skull (or anal) Closer to the skull than the skull of the diaphragm is the coronary to the stomach of Caudal (or posterior) Closer the tail than the ribs are tailed to the neck Closer to the body than (only applied to the structures on the limbs) The arm is closer to the elbow Distal farther from the body
than (used only for structures on the limbs) The ankle is distal to the medial knee closer to the line middle than the bladder is medial to the hips Lateral Further from the midline than the ribs are lateral to the lungs Rostral Towards the mug There is more hair in the rostral part of the palm walking surface in front is a small cut on the left hand surface of the sole walking surface of
the hind paw Klocki are located on the sole of the foot that we do not use terms better and worse for animals. They are only used to describe the position of structures in the human body (and possibly monkeys), where vertical posture means that some structures are above or better than others. To look at the structure of certain parts or organs of the body, it may be necessary to
cut them, and even make thin slices of them, which can be examined under a microscope. The direction and position of slices or sections by the animal's body have their own terminology. If the animal or organ is cut longily, this section is called the longitudinal or fibula section. This is sometimes shortened to LS. If the section is cut laterally, it is called a cross or cross section. This
is sometimes shortened to TS or XS (see diagram 4.17). Co-authors and attributions by Ruth Lawson (Otago Polytechnic; Dunedin, New Zealand) This course is for anyone who wants to learn more about veterinary medicine, giving the taster courses covered in the first year of veterinary degree and the idea of what it is like to study Veterinary Medicine.See SyllabusAnimal, Vital
Signs, Veterinary, MedicineSelect a languageArabicChinese (Simplified)EnglishFrenchGerMacmanEliPortuguese (European)RussianSpanishTurkishVietnameseUsing this horse, now we will go through a few directional terms that we use to describe the anatomy. It is important to be able to accurately describe things when dealing with anatomy. So, the first conditions I'll go
through is the skull and tail dates. When you look at an animal, if you talk about any direction of the skull, you say, you walk towards the animal's skull, towards the head. If you talk about the tail direction, you go in the direction of the tail. It works all over the animal, except for the cause of the head, when you are on the head, when you are on the skull you can not really move
towards the skull, can not move in its direction. So, what terms we use then, we still use the tail to move towards the tail, but towards the nasal collar in the direction of rostral. That's because it's here in the direction of rostrum. Another term we use is dorsal and ventral. The dorsal would be directed towards the animals facing up, and the abdomen is the abdomen of the animal.
This is the abdominal aspect and the dorsal aspect. When we look at the limbs of the animal, again there are several deadlines. So, again, we use the skull and tail to the front of the leg and the back of the leg, but for gliding down the legs we use the term distally. So, when you move from the main trunk of animals towards the floor, you move in a distal direction, when you go
back again, you move in a closer direction. So, for example, my wrist is distal to my elbow, while my arm would be closer to my elbow. Another time limit by which on the limbs is also medial and lateral. So when I'm on the inside of my leg here, that will be the medial aspect and the outside aspect here will be lateral. Then I have to use one of my student models. Want to come and
give us a hand? The funniest thing is that it's one of the terms that comes from human anatomy rather than animal anatomy, and it's better suited to humans, because when you get to your wrist on a human, you're talking about the dorsal aspect that's that part of your hand. Turn it over on your hand, this is the palmar aspect. And these are the same terms we use for an animal,
although the wrist on the horse would be right here. This is carpus and below carpus then we use the same term. So this, instead of talking tail head, we call it a palmar and we would call it a ridge. Similarly, if I can borrow a leg. Good. So, on your foot, this is your ankle. So, when you get from the ankle, again you call this area here the back, and underneath you can call the aspect
of the sole. And again, these terms are used in animals, but the equivalent of an ankle on a horse anywhere would be here. So again, it would be the skull, below this step or ankle of the animal, you could call it the dorsal aspect, and at the back here will be the aspect of the sole. Aspect.
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